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This letter provides TVAes 120-day response to the subject CL. in accordance 
with the OL and TVA's commitment made in our October 30, 1996 letter, TVA has 
performed the requested actions for 31K, SUN, and EMf Unit 1. This letter 
summarizes the actions taken, conclusions reached, and any action(s) that will 
be taken.  

TVA has conducted a technical evaluation to determine if contaLiment air 
cooler cooling water systes are susceptible to either water hammer or two
phase flow conditions during postulated accident conditions, and if piping 
systems that penetrate the containment are susceptible to thermal expansion of 
fluid so that overpressurLitLon of piping could occur. The following has 
been concluded for TVA's nuclear plants.  

UiN has Drywall Coolers served by the Reactor Building Closed Cooling Water 
(R3DOC) system. Drywell Coolers to provide cooling to the drywell are not 
credited for Primary Containment cooling post-accLdent. Therefore, loss of 
cooling capability is not a concern. However, the portion of the RJCCV 
system inside the drywell is credited for maintaining primary containment 
boundary during arn foilowing a Loss-of-Coolant-Accident (LOCK) and; 
therefore, water hammer is the concern that was analysed.  
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Shem parfmt asm engiaeering evaluation wLich Mas deterLined that the 
system is subject to water hInner upon reemlPtion of Roo flov 

following a LOI concurrent with a Loes-of-Offefte-Power. CalculatiLon 
show that the system vill remain intact with this water hamer. Therefore, 
the prLmey containoet boundary wii be maintained.  

M penetrations that are isolated during an event were also analysed. it 
was determined that poet-accident thermal expansion will not cause a 
containment isolation boundary failure. A procedure change will be 
initiated to ensure that the deLineralised water system piping is not 
subject to overpressurisation by draining a mall amount of water from the 
ines.  

" So ha Upper Compartment Coolers (UCCS)), Lower Compartment Coolers (LCCs), 
Control Mod Drive NMchanies (CRDM) Coolers, and Reactor Coolant Pump (MCP) 
Motor Coolers srvd by the lesentLal Raw Cooling Water (NNW) system to 
cool containment. The LC (fans and BWW) are used post-accident (and then 
only for a Main Stem Line Break (NSLS]). Installed relief valves an the 
i system prevent system overpressurisation duo to thermal expansion and 
also prevents boiling and subsequent water hbmer in the coils.  
Considering the effects of a stuck open relief valve, as required by the 
GL, showe that only one of the four loops of lower containment cooling 
(each loop contains one YAP Motor Cooler, one LC0, and one CRDK Cooler) is 
affected. An evaluation shows that with a stuck open relief valve, the 
coils will boil dry; husver, water hammer will not occur. This is due to 
low containment temperatures when the system is returned to service and to 
the stuck open relief valve which provides pressure relief. Zffects of a 
stuck open relief valve have no impact on environmental flooding.  

Other systems within containment have also been reviewed for the phenomena 
discussed in the OL, and no other system was determined to be affected.  

* HeO has UC@s, LCCs, CRDN Coolers, and ICP Motor Coolers served by the Krl 
system to cool containment. The LCC (fans only) are used post-accident 
(and then only for an NSL9). Installed relief valves on the SRCV system 
prevent system ovepressurisation due to thermal expansion and also prevents 
boiling and subsequent water hammer in the coils. Considering the effects 
of a stuck open relief valve, as required by the OL, shows the coils will 
boil dryl however, water hammr will not occur because the ZRic system is 
not used post-accident. Effects of a stuck open relief valve have no 
impact on environmental flooding.  

Other systems within containment have also been reviewed for the phenomena 
discussed in the OL, and no other system was determined to be affected.
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SPY, go, and VON are subject to the physical phenomena described in the OL.  
The pleats are either desigmed to account for the conditions described and/or 
wvil not be damaged by the conditions. Themr are so modifications required to 
the affected systems to account for the condition. in the GL. D1N Unit 1 
still has an operating license, but Lu in a defueled colition, and this OL 
will be addreessd prior to Unit I returning to service.  

A more detailed discussion of the information requested in the CL is contained 
in the enclosures to this letter. Inclosures I through 3 provides the 
requested informatLon for 3PY, 90, and WE Unit I respectively. anclosure 4 
provides the list of cmiLtment(s) made as a result of this letter.  

If you have questions regarding this response, please contact Vic Whaley at 
(423) 751-7009.  

Sincerly, |A_ 

Pedro Sales 
Manager 
Licensing and Industry Affairs 

ucrilhr.•o and sworn to before me 
this day of January J5l 

Notary Public 

My Comission axpires .C \ 

3nclosuro 
or ',ZacAosure): 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Caoission 
Region II 
101 Marietta Street, W, Suite 2900 
Atlanta, Georgia 30323 

Mr. R. W. Kernan, Senior Project Manager 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
One White Flint, North 
11555 Rockville Pike 
Rockville, Maryland 20852

ccs Continued on page 4
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cc (3nicl:eu")i 
- Senior imsaidest Inspector 
fteams Tomr Nuclear Plant 
10633 S6h Ved 
Ath.ima, Alaba 35411 

C DhleLdent inspector 
legsyab Nulewr Plant 
U.S. fmclwer malatory CiMaIoni 
2600 Igou Perry oAMd 
boddy DILsy, Tennessee 37379 

C IeeLdent inspector 
watts Bar Nuclear Plant 
U.S. Nuclear Usgulatory Coamiion 
1260 Usc 1w Plant 3oad 
8pring CLty. Tasea 37381
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cc (joleors)I 
1. a. "beY'. p"3 6-m13 
a. J. atwy, l 4a-SW 
M. sajestaaL. P@ 2C- W 
J. 3. Slachhurn, VA 15-SW 
M. J. hrski. DOM 1A-qp 
a. s. €cheLetu , rt loA-K 
c. Cram, Pm3 1321m 
R. L. George, JSM -C 
D. J. Gram, LP 4J-C 
K. N. airLse LIP GA-C 
0. D. Kingsley, Jr., LI "A-C 
J. 3. Maddo, 012l A-1 
J. J. Mc•rth., LI 35-C 
P. L. Pace, AM iL
a. 1. Pmurell, amlO0 
J. 3. lupert, Oln 4A-sop 
J. A. ScaILces, AM wV--I 
2. *. "oil, Or$ 4C-90 
a. J. ViqluiccL, RT 1OA-K 
3. L. WLLý, 3M5 IA-SIN 
0. J. SOerLgus, LIP GA-c 
RiM. W 49-C 
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Vis followiag provides the response for M an the subject 4L. Pursuant to 
8letioa 1082, Atomic ERmy Act of 194, as amended, and 10 C/a SO.S4(f), all 
holders of operating limess for nuclear pover reactors, except for those 
ILossee that have been amended to poee oo-mly status, are requested to submit 
the following vrittam information.  

Wu aei•gmed zsf amtem 

Within 120 days of the date of this GL, addressees are requested to submit a 
written umary report Stating actions taken in response to the requested 
actLose noted below, conclusions that -we reached relative to susceptibility 
for water hemer snd tuo-phsas flow in the containment air cooler cooling 
water system and -.v LeyLzation of piping that penetrates containment, the 
basis for ootinued operability of affected systems and components as 
applicable, and corrective actLons that -- a- iuplamnted or are planned to be 
Implemented. If &ystsm were found to be susceptible to the conditions that 
are discussed in this GL, identify the systems affected and describe the 
specific circ-nstances involved.  

S egquent Atis(s) 

Addresese am requested to deterauna: 

(1) if ons•tLnmmt air cooler cooling water systems are susceptible to 
either water hbmner or tuo-phase flow conditions during postulated 
accidenst conditions; 

(2) if piping systems that penetrate the containment are susceptible to 
thermal expansion of fluid so that overpressurization of piping could 
Occur.  

In addition to the individual addresses's postulated accident conditions, 
these items should be reviewed vith respect to the scenarios referoenad in 
the EL.  

If systems are found to be Susceptible to the conditions discussed in this 
CL, addressess are expected to assess the operability of affected systems 
and take correztive action as arpeopriate in accordance with the 
requirements stated in 10 CYR Part SO Appendix 3 and as required by the 
plant Technical Specifications.
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Iv meqpsm

On epter 30, I199, UC issued GL 96-0 which notified the licensee* of a 
potetial isse with cooling water system serving the containment air cooler 
systems. That is, these systems my be exposed to the bydrodymic effects of 
water hamer Auing a loss-of-coolant accident (LOAM). These cooling water 
systems may not be able to withstand the bydrodynamic effects of water hemmer.  
Cooling water systems serving the containment air coolers may experience two
phase flow conditions during a postulated 10CA scenario. The beat removal 
assumptions for deign-basis accident scenarios were based on single-phase 
flow conditions. Also, tbhermlly induced overpressurLsatLon of isolated 
water-filled piping sections in containment could jeopardize the ability of 
accLdent-mitigating systems of performing their safety functions and could 
lead to a breach of containment integrity bypass leakage.  

1"8auatLem Summary 

TA performed an evaluation of each water filled system penetrating primary 
containment. The Reactor Building Closed Cooling Water (R3CM) system is the 
only closed cooling loop inside the containment. Sach penetration was 
reviewed for the potential to compromise the containment integrity from 
thermal expansion of water because of elevated containment temperatures in 
isolated sections of piping during and following a LOCM. The evaluation 
determined the maximum pressure that an isolated section of piping would 
encounter due to elevated temperatures during and following a LOCJ would not 
cause piping failure and thus not compromise containment integrity.  

TWA's evaluation determined that, with the exception of the demineralised 
water system, the penetrations were acceptable with no further actions.  

aE lim SMstem: This system has piping inside primary containment. The 
sampling system is normally isolated, and the concern is the containment 
penetration. The penetration has been analyzed in accordance with Appendix F 
of AM Section III and found acceptable for the postulated LOC4 .  

Main St- Drain Li--.-: The main stea m drain lines penetration may be closed 
during normal operation and remain closed for the postulated accidents. The 
main stem drain line penetrations were in accordance with Appendix V of AS= 
Section III and found acceptable for the postulated LOCA.  

DemineralLsed Mater: This system has the potential to be affected by 
overpressurLsation during a postulated LOCA if the piping inside containment 
is completely filled with water. TVA perforied an evaluation which has 
determLned that water is normally drained between the outboard isolation 
valves and blocking valve during Appendix J testing. This air in the system 
prevents the primary contaitment penetration from being overpressurLsed.  
Therefore, because of the as-left configuration of the system, it will not be 
affected by conditions described by the GL. However, plant procedures will be 
revised, adding actions that assure, the system is partially drained following 
Use.  

Standy Liuid Control System: This system has piping in primary containment.  
The penetrations were evaluated and found to be acceptable. The system is 
open to the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RiV) and would relieve any pressure
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iuncrases to the MPV. Therefore, the coaditions described in the GL do not 
pertain to this system.  

Itm Ivtm- 9bThe primary contaiment isolation valves, are both located 
outside of prlmary ontainmnt. Therefore, the piping between the two valves 
(and water is the piping) is not subject to the high temperature euvLroament 
inside containment following LOCA. The piping that penetrates the primary 
cmtainment boundary will not sea excessive pressures due to the inherent 
tendency of non-isolation valves located inside the containment boundary to 
leak and relieve pressure. Therefore, the system is not susceptible to 
conditions described in the GIL 

macor Uta~r Cleanun ystem:a The system will be operating normally at the 
time of the postulated event. The system temperature will be appcoxLmatoly 
SO00 during normal operation. There is no concern for heat gain and pressure 
increases resulting from temperature increases, as the line will actually 
cool. Therefore, the system is not susceptible to conditions described in the 
GL.  

De-idual~ - e .~a-val I=1 Shutdown Coolinn: The RHR shutdown cooling supply 
line isolation valves will close on an accident signal. The isolated pipe 
section is provided with a pressure relief line back into the upstream process 
piping inside primary containment which will prevent overpressuration.  
Therefore, the system is not susceptible to conditions described in the OL.  

mactor huilding Cloed CoolinW Mater IRSOCK) System: This system serve the 
Primary Containment Drywall Coolers. The coolers are used for normal 
operation to cool primary containment. The RBCCW system continues to operate 
post-LOCM as the plant procedures allow the coolers to be used if available 
for Drywll cooling post-accident. However, accident analyses do not take 
credit for the coolers.  

The RDCCH is a closed loop system with a surge/head tank outside containment.  
The 3tC= isolation is remote manual from the control room for the discharge 
line and an in-line check valve for the supply side. RBCCW is not isolated 
automatically following a LOAM. The 3300 system piping is considered part of 
the containment boundary. As such, there are no primary containment isolation 
valves that automatically respond to a LOCh or a concurrent Loss-of-Offeite
Power (LOOP).  

The coils are assumed to void (boil dry) at the onset of a LOCh concurrent 
with a LOOP. The voiding that occurs in the tubes is postulated to result in 
a water hamsr in the system. 3valuation of the postulated water hammer 
concludes the water hamer pressure wave and resulting dynamic loads are 
acceptable and, therefore, do not violate the design-basis of the system.  
Thermal expansion of the water following the LOCh is accommodated by the 
system vented surge tank and will have no affect on the RBCCW system. Two
phase flow is not a consideration at BF3, as the coolers are not credited with 
accident mitigation. Therefore, containment heat removal is unaffected.  

CeeclusLe 

The condition stated within OL 96-06 exists at SF3. The condition poses no 
threat to safe shutdown of the reactor following an event or during the 
mitigation of that event. The 3.IOCW system can sustain the postulated water 
hasser during a LOCA concurrent with a LOOP and maintain containment 
integrity.
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2ypecfically the following i onluded

* The 2O= system is susceptible to water hammr during poetulated accident 
Conditioes; however, the intensity of the wtr- hamer is within the 
desipD-basIs of the system a" is insuff icient to damage the coils and 
VLalfte Primary containmet.  

" Two-phase flow is mot a oonsideration for the system poet-LOu. W13 
aceident analysis does ot credit heat removal by U .  

* Piping system that penetrate the primary containment have been 
evaluated/analyaod and will remain intact during a postulated event.  

" Moth operability and contaiment integrity are unaffected as the design
basis for affected systems encmpass the conditions of the GL, and theme 

sytGMV wLIl not be damaged, by the described conditions.  

Based on the above discussion, no modifications to the plant are 
an the system is capable of handling the ------ a of the euipsur to the 
contaimen environment. Plant p will be revised to add actions that 
ensure water is drained from portIcos of the deamraliaed water system inside 
the drywall, eumh that the system will not be vre ied a a result of 
the conditions described in the 01. This will be completed for Unit 3 prior 
to close-out of the Unit 3 cycle 7 outage. Unit 2 effected procedures will be 
changed prior to close-out of the Unit 2 cycle 9 outage.  

31 Unit I is shutdown, defueled, and under administrative hold. The 
conditions described by this GL will be addressed prior to Unit I return to 
service.
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The following provides the response for 80 on the subject OL. Pursuant to 
Section 182a, Atomic Bonrgy Act of 1954, a@ amended, and 10 CYR SO.54(f), all 
holders of operating licenses for nuclear power reactors, except for those 
licessee that have been amended to possession-only status, are requested to submit 
the following written information.  

me Requested Information 

Within 120 days of the date of this OL, addressees are requested to submit a 
written summary report stating actions taken in response to the requested 
actions noted below, conclusions that were reached relative to susceptibility 
for water hamer and two-phase flow in the containment air cooler cooling 
water system and overpressurisation of piping that penetrates containment, the 
basis for contLnued operability of affected systems and components an 
applcable, and corrective actions that were implemented or are planned to be 
implemented. If systems were found to be susceptible to the conditions that 
are discussed in this GL, identify the systems affected and describe the 
specific circumstances involved.  

R euested AetLom(s) 

Addressees are requested to determine: 

(1) if containment air cooler cooling water systems are susceptible to 
either water hemmer or two-phase flow conditions during postulated 
accident conditionsa 

(2) if piping system that penetrate the containment are susceptible to 
thermal expansion of fluid so that overpressurisatLon of piping could 
occur.  

In addition to the individual addressee's postulated accident conditions, 
these items should be reviewed with respect to the scenarios referenced in 
the GL.  

If systems are found to be susceptible to the conditions discussed in this 
CL, addressees are expected to assess the operability of affected systems 
and take corrective action as appropriate in accordance with the 
requirements stated in 10 CYR Part 50 Appendix B and as required by the 
plant Technical Specifications.
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an Septe4ber 30, 1"G, MC issued GL 96-0" which notifLed the licensees of a 
potential Lease vith cooling water system serving the contalnment air cooler 
systems. That is, theme systems my be exposed to the hydrcdynm€ effects of 
water or during a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). These cooling water 
syste•s may not be able to withstand the bydrodynmLc effects of water hmer.  
Cooling water systems serving the contaLment air coolers my experience two
phase flow conditions during a postulated LACM scenario. The beat removal 
assmptions for design-bai"s accident scenarios were based on single-phase 
flow conditions. Also, thermally induced overpressurLiatLon of isolated 
water-filled piping sections Ln containment could jeopardize the ability of 
accident-mitigating systems of performing their safety functions and could 
lead to a breach of contaLnment integrity bypass leakage.  

Uvaluatlea Sinaewy 

The postulated deslgn-b"aLs accidents in question are the LOCa and min stem 
line break (USIL). System penetrating containment ware analyzed. The 
analysis determined that the penetrations ware acceptable for the LOCh and 
NLA accidents.  

The maxLma contaLiment temperatures reached for these two events are 
encompassd by the MILB temperature of 3270F. The maximum temperature exists 
for a relatively short period of time (temperatures return to 120*F after 
approximately one hour). The specifics on each system evaluated follow.  

C omat CooliNo SVste: This system has piping in contaiment, but no 
air-to-water heat exchangers located inside contaelment. The system is 
isolated inside containaent post-accident. The portions of the system located 
inside contaLnment are not required for accident mitigation. The system 
contains thermal overpressurLiation relief valves on the piping inside 
contaiment, plus the containment penetrations have relief lines back into 
contaitment with check valves for containment isolation. So voiding occurs 
and any hydraulic pressures created can be accommodated by the system relief 
valves. The conditions described in the CL do not pertain to this system.  

Waste Disoseal System: This system has piping in containment, but no air-to
water heat exchangers located insice contaiyment. This penetration has an 
outboard containment isolation valve with significant portions of piping 
located in the auxiliary building (AD) that alleviates any overpressurLaatLon 
following a MILD (i.e., the piping and valve body located in the Ad acts as a 
fin or radiator and continue to cool the internal penetration fluid 
convectively). In addition, no heat transfer mechanLim associated with steam 
induced condensation exists for piping in the auxiliary building when coupled 
with a LOCh, steam line, or feed line break Lnside c(ntaineent. Therefore, 
little or no heat-up and subsequent pressurization of the total penetration is 
considered credible. The piping (and water within the piping) internal to 
containment was determined not to affect the penetratLon. This is due to the 
inherent tendency diaphragm valves inside to relieve the pressure created by 
the ther•al expansion of the water. ased on the previous discussion, the 
conditions described in the OL do not pertain to this system.
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Air rnditiaminM BSyt -- chlled Eater- Porti ! This portion (mjcore 
instrument room, inside contaiLment) of the system is isolated poet-accident 
and is not used for accident mitigation. The chilled water portion has relief 
valvs installed on the piping inside containment. Penetrations are designed 
with a themal overpresesarsation relief line back into containment with an 
La-line check valve for containnt isolation on the roeef line. No voiding 
occurs and any hydraulic pressures created can be acc mnodated by the system 
relief valve. The conditions described in the CL do not pertain to this 
portion of the air conditioning system.  

Dm--s-- ad--- Uater Sys-M:L This system has piping in containomet, but no 
air-to-water heat exchangers located inside containment. The system is 
nonsafety-related, and is not used post-accident. The system has a relief 
valve oan the piping located inside containment and a check valve is utilised 
as the inboard containment isolation valve, thereby precluding penetration and 
piping overpoeseuration. go voiding occurs and any hydraulic pressures 
created can be acccmodated by the system relief valve. The conditions 
descrLbed in the GL do not pertain to this system.  

(•ica_1 an4 Voim-- Cotrol Svsm ICVCSI: This system has piping in 
containment, but no air-to-water heat exchangers located inside containment.  
The CV= is used post-accident, and the system is designed for high 
temperatures and pressures for the portion used post-accident. The portions 
of the system that are susceptible to the phenomena are the &eal water return 
lines. A relief valve is installed on the common seal water return line. No 
voiding occurs, and any hydraulic pressures created can be accomeodated by the 
system relief valve. The penetration is protected by a thermal relief line on 
the penetration. The conditions described in the aL do not pertain to this 
system.  

sidual Neat -val E3MR• Sye-: This system has piping in containment, 
but no air-to-water heat exchangers locat.ed inside containment. The RAM 
system is used post-accident and has relief valves installed on the piping 
located inside containment. No voiding occurs, and any hydraulic pressures 
created can be accommodated by the system relief valve. The conditions 
described in the CL do not pertain to this system.  

Safety Iniection System: This system has piping in containment, but no 
air-to-water heat exchangers located inside containment. The safety injection 
system is used poet-accident and is open to the Reactor coolant system (RCa) 
(it is isolated from the Rc via check valves). Any pressure increases on 
this system following a KILS will relieve to the RCS. No voiding occurs in 
the system. The piping (and water within the piping) internal to containment 
was ,'eterained not to affect the penetration. This is due to the inherent 
tendency of valves inside containment to relieve the pressure created by the 
thermal expansion of the water. The conditions described in the OL do not 
pertain to this system.  

Contaimnt bnraY System: Piping inside containment Is open to containment 
atmosp~ere and, therefore, cannot be overpressurLsed or experience water 
hamer for the conditions described in the GL. This also includes the 
containment spray portion of the RHi system. The conditions described in the 
OL do not pertain to this system.  

Ice Condmnser System - Glvcol Portion: This portion of the system has an 
expansion tank and relief valve located inside containment. This tank 
accmmodates any pressure increases of the system. The piping is insulated
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inesde containment, except at the ice condenser air handling units. Theme 
units ace located at the top of the iee condenser and the temperatures at this 
locatiom are lees than the boiling point for glycol. Therefore, no voiding 
occur and any hydraulic pressures created can be accmmodated by the 
expasemeo tank and relief valve. Penetrations are designed with thermal 
ove1pesseutisation, relief line that relieves into containment with , check 
valve for contaiAment isolation. The conditions described in the GL do not 
pertain to this system.  

IZrA Protaction System: The fire protection piping inside containment is a 
dry system (i.e., the piping contains no water). The system would have to be 
manually flooded to allow water in the pipits.. The conditions described in 
the OL do not pertain to this system.  

Pri~mr -M-%_. Water Syste-: This system has pipinq in containment, but no 
air-to-water heat exchangers located inside containment. The system is 
isolated post-accident and is not usal for accident mitigation. This 
penetration has an outboard containmen%. isolation valve with significant 
portions of piping located in the auxiliary building (AB) that alleviates any 
overpressurisation following a NUSI (i.e., the piping and valve body located 
in the AS acts as a fin or radiator and continue to cooL the internal 
penetration fluid convoctively). In addition, no beat transfer mechanism 
associated with steam induced condensation exists for piping in the auxiliary 
building when coupled with a LOCA, steam line or food line break inside 
coataiment. Therefore, little or no heat-up and subsequent pressurization of 
the total penetration is considered credible. The piping (and water within 
the piping) in.ernal to containment was determined not to affect the 
penetration. The piping (and water within the piping) internal to containment 
was determined not to affect the penetration. This is due to the inherent 
tendency of diaphragm valves inside containment to relieve the pressure 
created by the thermal expansion of the water. No voiding occurs in the 
system. The conditions described in the GL do not pertain to this system.  

Snent Fue Pool Coolina and Cleanina: This system has piping in containment, 
but no air-to-water heat exchangers located inside containment. The system is 
isolated except during refueling operations and; therefore, not used for 
accident mitigation. This penetration has an outboard containment isolation 
valve with significant portions of piping located in the auxiliary building 
(AD) that alleviates any overpressurizatLon following a UISLO (i.e., the piping 
and valve body located in the AN acts as a fin or radiator and continue to 
cool the internal penetration fluid convectively). in addition, no heat 
transfer mechanism associated with steam induced condensation exists for 
piping in the auxiliary building when coupled with a LOCA, stem line, or food 
line break inside containment. Therefore, little or no heat-up and subsequent 
pressurization of the total penetration is considered credible. The piping 
(and water within the piping) internal to containment was determined not to 
affect the penetration. This is due to the inherent tendency of non-isolation.  
valves (inside containment) to relieve the pressure created by the thermal 
expansion of the water. Based on the previous discussion, the conditions 
described in the OL do not pertain to this system.  

Essential Raw Coolino Miter IERCWI System: The RRCW system serves the lower 
compartment coolers (LCC), upper compartment coolers, the control rod drive 
mechanism (CRDO) coolers, and the reactor coolant pump (RCP) motor coolers.  
This system is initially isolated post-accident. It is later used post-NSLB 
to feed the LCCs for long-term cooling. The LCCs are analyzed to start at 
four hours following the initiation of the event. Procedural direction can
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have the system start a" soon as one hour after the event. The containient 
temperature at the earliest possible start of the system is les than 1206V.  

s ly, at this temperature two-phase flow or waterhamir would not 
occur.  

Vlios valves am installed on piping located inside containment.  
PenetrationL are designed with a thermal overpressurisation relief line that 
relieves into containment with an Ln-line check valve for containment 
isolation on the relief line. Consequently, no voiding occurs, and any 
hydraulic pressures created can be accommodated by the system relief valve.  

Note that DW and UNK differ on the use of n=c to LACs for post-NHL3 
mitigation. This difference is due to the design-basis of the system. MEN 
has parallel suction from its 3C= and can achieve cold shutdown. Therefore, 
the NUN LOC fans are required to circulate air in lower containment and the 
containment spray actually performs the contaiment heat removal function.  
So is not designed with parallel suction lime connections from the ?C=.  
Following a K8Le, SQi mest remain in mode 3 (hot standby) and the Lcts are 
used to perform the containmsnt heat removal function.  

Specifically for the components asrvd by RaCm: 

U•--r Crt-- mt Coolers: The system has relief valves installed on the 
13CM lines inside containment. No voiding occurs, and any h 'raulic 
pressures created is accommodated by the system relief valve. No impact on 
the plant due to the conditions described in the CL.  

CEý Coolers. 1MP Motor Coalers. Lower Co --rnt Coolers: This system 
has relief valves installed on the INC lines inside containment. The 
boiling temperature is determined by the pressure maintained on the system 
by the relief valve. Therefore, no boiling or voiding occurs, and any 
hydraulic pressures created is accosodated by the system relief valve. No 
impact on the plant due to the conditions described in the OL.  

OL 96-06 requires consideration of a stuck open relief valve on the ScF 
system. The relief valve failure is also considered as the single active 
failure. The EcP system has relief valves installed on the lines inside 
nontaLment. There are four 3tCM loops in lower containment, each loop having 
two relief valves. One relief valve is considered to be stuck open, and the 
meot conservative valve chosen is on one loop of containment lower compartment 
cooling. One loop of cooling affects cooling to one RCP, one CMDW cooler, and 
one lower compartment cooler. With a stuck open relief valve, the system 
cannot prevent the coils from boiling dry (i.e., the pressure on the coils is 
reduced resulting in boiling at a lower temperature).  

The stuck open relief valve is located in the fan rooms and would dump water 
to the containment raceway. For conservatiem, the water from the coils is 
considered added to the sump water in containment. Following a LOCA, the 
total amount of potential water added to the sump is negligible (i.e., the 
volume contained within one loop's piping). It is estimated that 400 gallons 
would enter the sump which is less than one percent of the total sump volume.  
The containment sump will be capable of performing its design function.  

The potential for water hammer exists on the cooler with a stuck open relief 
valve. The coils will be voided while returning the cooler to service post

SL3. Procedurally, the coolers may be returned to service ehen containment 
temperature reaches approximately 120VF. The fans are started first (starting
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the faea 00016 any wsttr in the coils and condenses any remaining steam). The 
stuck ope relief valve acts as a vent while the co: la refill and would 
provost water amer. Starting the lower compartst cooler fame also prevent 
flashag of hot water on loops without a stuck open relief valve. This would 
minImise any water hiansr from flashing of the water an it moves through the 
system. The stuck open relief valve acts as a vent if located on the 
dmstr--m side of the coils. The valve on the upstream side would allow air 
into the system (when the steem condenses), and this cushions tL. flow of 
water into the coils such that water hbassr does not occur. Therefore, the 
systo will not experience water hammer and will continue to provide its 
intended function of long-term cooling following a NeUl.  

The LCCs are capable of cooling with a stuck open relief valve. Thin is due 
to the flow rate through the coils being greater than or equal to 200 gy and 
the leakage rate of the relief valre at 5 gps (loss than 3 percent of total 
flow). Therefore, the coolers will provide cooling on the affected loop.  

Comnlusion 

Specifically the following has been concluded for SQN: 

1. The cootalment air cooler cooling water system (3R01) is not susceptible 
to wrter hammer during postulated accident conditions. The nM system is 
not susceptible to two-phase flow, as the containment temperatures are wall 
below the boiling temperature of water during the timeframe the LCs are 
required to be operated.  

2. Piping systems that penetrate the containment are not susceptible to 
overpcoesurisatLon duo to thermal expansion of fluid. The penetrations 
have been designed or analyzed for thermal expansion of fluid.  

3. Operability of the 3M system is unaffected, as the system has been 
designed to account for the effects of high temperatures in containment 
poet-accident.  

4. The containment sump water is still capable of performing its function as 
requited and is within design-baeis with a stuck open relief valve on the 
3F3X system following a LOCh or NSLB. The total amount of potential water 
added to the aump is negligible for a LOCA and a KSL5.  

Baed on the above evaluation, there are no operability La.sues associated with 
the systems reviewed.
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The following provLdes the reespone for - on the subject CL. Pursuant to 
Section 162a, Atomic Sney Act of 19S4, as amended, and 10 CYP S0.S4(f), all 
holders of operating ILcensee for nuclear power reactors, except for those 
ILconsee that have been amended to possesiLon-only status, are requested to submit 
the following written Lnformation.  

m O"s eated Iafm iem 

Within 120 days of the date of this GL, addresses are requested to submit i 
written smmary report stating actions taoon in response to the requested 
actions noted below, conclusions that were reached relative to susceptibility 
for water hame and two-pbase flow in the containment air cooler cooling 
water system and overpresnsuratLon of piping that penetrates contaLsment, the 
basLi for continued operability of affected systems and components as 
applicable, and corrective actions that were implemented or are planned to be 
implemented. If systems were found to be susceptible to the -odiLtLons that 
are discussed in this OL, identify the systems affected and describe the 
specific cLrcumstance. involved.  

Requested Astlim(s) 

Addresseesare requested to determines 

(1) if containment air cooler cooling water system are susceptible to 
eitbor water hmer or two-phase flow conditions during postulated 
accident conditions; 

(2) if piping systems that penetrate the contaLnment are susceptible to 
ternmal expansion of fluid so that overpressurLzatLon of piping could 
occur.  

In addition to the individual addresses's postulated accident conditions, 
the items should be zevLewed with reopect to the scenarLos referenced in 
the OL.  

If syst are found to be susceptible to the conditions discussed in this 
GL, addresses •ae expected to assess the operabLi2ty of affected systms 
and take corrective action as appropriats. in accordance with the 
requirements stated in 10 CPU Part 50 Appendix 8 and as required by the 
plant Tochnical Specifications.
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On Ieptembr 30, 1"G, MC Lamsed OL 96-06 which notified the licensee of a 
potetLal isse with cooling water system serviu7 the containment air cooler 
systems. That is, these systams may be exposed to the hydrodynamic effects of 
water hmr during a lose-of-coolant accident (ZAM). Those cooling water 
systems may not be able to withstand the hydrodynamic effects of water hamor.  
Cooling water systems serving the containment air coolers may experience two
phase flow conditions during a poetulated LOCA scenario. The beat removal 
asmipt ions for design-basLe accident scenarios were based on single-phase 
flow conditions. Also, thermally induced ovorpreosuriaation of isolated 
water-filled piping sections in containment could jeopardize the ability of 
accLdent-mLtigating systems of performing their safety functions and could 
lead to a breach of containment integrity bypass leakage.  

BwalustLem smmary 

The postulated design-basis accidents in question are the LOCA and main steam 
line break (NSLS). Systems penetrating containment wear analyzed. The 
analysis determined that the penetrations were Acceptable for the LOCA and 
NSL accidents.  

The msamum temperatures reached for these two events is encompassed by the 
N5L temperature of 327*. Ivent (LOCA and ELSL) maximum and high 
temperatures exist for a relatively short period of time (approximately one 
hour duration). The specifics on each system evaluated follow.  

roinn_ _C_ lhn Swate: This system has piping in containment, but no 
air-to-water heat exchangers located inside containment. The system is 
isolated inside containment post-accident. The portions of the system located 
inside contaLment are not credited for accident mitigation. The system 
contains relief valves on the piping inside cor.tainmant plus the containment 
penetrations, with inboard and outboard isolation valves, and the system has 
thermal overproesurization relief lines back into containment with check 
valves for containment isolation. No voiding occurs and any hydraulic 
pressures created can be accoemodated by the system relief valves. The 
coLition described in the GL do not pertain to this system.  

Waste DisaoaI Svstem: This system has piping in contaLnment, but no 
air-to-water heat exchangers located inside containment. The waste disposal 
system is isolated poet-accident. The system is nonsafety-related and is not 
used poet-accLdent. The process fluid between the isolation valves is 
n.trogen or water. Calculations have been performed to demonstrate that the 
post-accident pressure increase in the isolatod contiLrment boundary is 
negligible for the nitrogen filled lines. The water filled lines have either 
relief valves or have been analyzed for the resultant pressure increases and 
found to be within the pressure limitations of the system. The piping (and 
water within the piping) internal to containment was determined not to affect 
the penetration. This is due to the inherent tendency of diaphragm valves 
inside containment to relieve the pressure created by the thermal expansion of 
the water. The conditions described in the GL do not pertain to this system.  

Air Conditionla. Svstem - Chilled Water Portion: This .rtion (incore 
inetrument room, inside containment) of the system is isolated post-accLdent, 
and is not used for accident mitigation. The chilled water portion has relief
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valves Laeta led on the piping inside contaiment. Penotrations are designed 
wLth a thm1 overpreesurisation relief line back into containmut with a 
cbomk valve foe coetaiament isolation on the relief line. go voiding occurs, 
and my hydreulic pressures created can be accommodated by the system relief 
valve. th conditions described in the OL do not pertain to this portion of 
the air COuditeLoing system.  

9%---s-a-- on-e £vsm- This system has piping in containmant, but no 
air-to-water heat exchanrs located inside containment. The system is 
no-eafety-related and is not credited poet-accident. The piping between the 
€ontaLimnt isolation valves is drained after each use to prevent 
overpressurisation due to thermal expansion. So voiding occurs and t".  
potential for hydraulic pressures is eliminated by draining the containment 
bomudary. This system is not c.*sdited for post-accLdent mitLgati'mn. The 
piping (and water within the piping) Internal to contaminent was aeteraLned 
not to affect the penetration. This is due to the inherent tendency of valve@ 
inside containment to relieve the pressure created by the thermal expansion of 
the water. The conditions described in the GL do not pertain to this system.  

r' ml a. Vol•- Contr.•ol Svs- I ,CVCB: This system has piping in 
coetainment but no air-to-water beat exchanger@ located inside containment.  
The CVY8 is used post-accident and the system is designed for high 
t~morature ~and pressures for the portion used post-accLdent. The porticos 
of the system that are susceptible to the phenomena are the seal water return 
lines. A relief valve in installed on the c€mon seal water return line. no 
voiding occurs and any hydraulic pressures created can be accommodated by the 
system relief valve. The penetration is protected by a thermal relief line on 
the penetration. The conditions described in the OL do not pertain to this 
system.  

s-!a-- "--t "-M-val t_-• Ste_: This system has piping in containment, 
but no aLr-to-water heat exchangers located inside containment. The IU.R 
system is used post-accident and has reli. valves installed on the piping 
located inside containment. No voiding occurs, and any hydraulic pressures 
created can be accommodated by the system relief valve. The conditions 
described in the GL do not pertain to this system.  

Safety InimetioM Systai: This system has piping in containment, but no 
air-to-water heat exchangers located inside containment. The safety Injection 
system is used post-accident and is open to the reactor coolant system (RC=) 
(it is isolated from the IC= via check valves). Any pressure increases on 
this system following a KSL3 will relieve to the RCS. No voiding occurs in 
the system. The safety Injection system accumulator fill line is isolated by 
containment isolation valves post-accident. However, the piping between the 
containment isolation valves is drained after each use to prevent 
overpressurisation of the penetration due to thermal expansion. The piping 
(and water within the piping) internal to containment was determined not to 
affect the penetration. This is due to the inherent tendency of valves inside 
containment to relieve the prepqure created by the thermal expansion of the 
water. The conditions described in the OL do not pertain to this system.  

Cntaiment Sorav Svstm:z Piping Inside containment is open to containment 
atmosphere and, therefore, cannot be overpressurized or experience water 
hammer for the conditions described in the GL. This also includes the 
containment spray portion of the RUN system. The conditions described in the 
GL do not pertain to this system.
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I £va..-- •_m-- . vool Porti--- This portion of the system has an 
expansion tank located illsde containment. This tank accomodates any volum 
Lncreases doeto thermal expansion of the glycol. The piping is insulated 
Lside onutaLmenmt, ecept at the iLe oondemser air handlLng units. These 
mite awe located at the top of the Le condemner and the temprature at this 
location Ls less tha the boiling point for glycol. The &sVtem is isolated 
post-amidsnt and is not used foe accident mitigation. Pemetrations are 
dsigm d with a thermal oveczprssuriatiom relief line that relieves into 
Fonta6,wvith a check valve for containment isolation. go voiding occurs, 
and ay hydraulLc pcessures created can be ac--modted by the expansion tank.  
The condLitLn described La the G1 do not pertain to this system.  

Fire Pro_-t @- stm_ The fire protection piping inside contaiment, is a 
dry system (i.e., the piping contains no water). The system would have to be 
manually flooded to allow water in the piping. The conditions descrLbed in 
the 6, do not pertain to this system.  

Pri---r "-h WaI--a Wa• im Sy-t This system has piping in containment, but no 
aLr-to-iIte beat exchangers located inside containment. The system is 
isolated post-accident and ii not used for accident mitigation. Penetrations 
are designed with a thermal ovetpessur•isation relief line back into 
-. )ata nnmot with a check valve for containment isolation. The piping (and 
wate- vithin the piping) internal to containmet was determined not to affect 
t penetration. This is due to the inherent tendency of diaphragm valves 
inside containment to raltie" the pressure created by the thermal expansion of 
the water. No voiding occurs in the system. The conditions described in the 
G1 do not pertain to this system.  

SnetMg lel Pool Cooling and Cleaning Systems This syetem has piping in 
containment, but no air-to-water heat exchangers located inside containment.  
The system is isolated except during refueling operations and is, therefore, 
not used for accident mitigation. The piping between the containment 
isolation valves is drained after each use. The piping (and water within the 
piping) internal to containm•ent was determined not to affect the penetration.  
This is due to the inherent tendency of diaphragm valves (inside containment) 
to relLeve the pressure creatsd by the thermal expansion of the water. The 
conditions described in the 6L do not pertain to this system.  

Rantial saw ;olina Mater I I_| SvtM: This system Is isolated post
accident. fhe BMW system servos the lower compartment coolers (LCs), upper 
cargtmet coolers (UCs), the control rod drive motor (CUI) coolers, and 
the reactor coolant pump (WP) motor coolers. Relief valves are installed on 
piping located inside containment. Penetrations are designed with a thermal 
ovezrpessurisation relief line that relieves into containment with a check 
valve for containment isolation on the relief line. The portion of the BM 
system inside containment is not credited for post-accident mitigation.  

The systems of most concern at YM (associated with the 3W eystem) are the 
ZOCs, Us, the CK coolers, and the MCW motor coolers. These systom have 
air-to-water cooling coils that would be rapidly heated following an accident.  
The UC•o are on an BMW header separate from the remaining coolers. The LCCs, 
CUD coolers, and the RM motor coolers are on the same EC header (which 
contains a relief valve). The only component that would be required for 
accident mitigation is the LCCs (which are required to circulate air only 
following a MLB).
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Note that go and MUN differ on the use of B33W to L1.0 for post-NSLB 
mitLJatLes. This differenoe is due to the deeign-beeLs of the yeatem. go is 
not designed with parallel s•ction line connections from the 30M. 1ollowLag a 
MLS, W mest remain in mode 3 (bt standby) and the LOCs are used to perform 
the soeaimat heat removal function. ME has parallel suction from its 30= 
and cam achieve cold shutdown. Therefore, the WE L0 fan are only requLred 
to ciLrulate air in lower contaLnmsmt, and the containment aprays actually 
perfon RmR-.nomt beat removal function.  

SpeaLfiLally: 

r r--•rt---t Cool~rs: These coolers mee a maximim temperature which 
in below the saturated stone temperature. The system haM relief valves 
installed on the B30 limes inside contaiment. Therefore, no voiding 
occurs and any hydraulic pressures created in accommodated by the system 
relief valve. No impact on the plant due to the condLtLons described in 
the OL.  

Cooer. 01Noor Coolers. oe mreo Coolers: The system has 
relief vale installed on tUA 3e lines inside containment. The boiling 
temperature is determined by the oressure maintained on the system by the 
relief valve. Therefore, no boiling or voiding occurs and any hydraulic 
pressures created is accoemodated by the system relief valve. There is no 
impact on the plant due to the conditions described in the 0L.  

1 %6-0f requires consideration of a stuck open relief valve on the 3301 
system. The relief valves are located in the fan rooms and would dump water 
to the Containment raceway if they become stuck open. This is outside the 
area in which the containment sump draws. For conservatiom, the water from 
the coils is considered added to the samp water in containment. The total 
amount of potential water added to the sump during a LOCA is negligible (i.e., 
Iees than a few hundred gallons compared to the sump total volume of several 
thousands of gallons, less than one percent). With the system designed for 
the effects of the conditions described in the OL and that the effects of a 
stuck open relief valve is negligible, there is no impact on the plant due to 
the conditions described in the GL.  

CoselusLam 

The condition stated within 0L 96-O6 exists at MNU. The condition poses no 
threat to the capability of the plant to safety shutdown following an event or 
the mitigation of that event. This is due primarily to the nRCS system inside 
containmnet not being required for accident mitigation, that other systems 
inside containment remain intact if needed for accident mitigation, 
*,mtaiimnnt cooling is available (only LCC fans are used post-accLdent), and 
that containment integrity is maintained. Offsite doses are unaffected as 
containment integrity is assured.  

Specifically the following has been concluded for MUM: 

1. The containment air cooler cooling water systems (UCC*, LCCs, CRW coolers, 
and 30P motor coolers) are not susceptible to either water hammer or 
two-phase flow conditions during postulated accident conditions. This is 
due to the systems not being required for post-accident mitigation and due 
to the systm being designed to account for the conditions described in 
the GL.
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2. Piping systems that penetrate the containment are not susceptible to 
themal expansion of fluid. This is due to the penetrations being designed 
oc enalysed for thermal expansion of fluid with thermal overpreLriation 
relief lines relieving back to contaiment from the penetrations. Systems 
that cannot handle the thermal expansion of fluid have the penetrations 
draised between the isolation valves after each use.  

3. Operability of the M eyst -re unaffected by the coenditions described 
in the GL, as the systems signed to account for the effects of NSLB 
end LCa.  

4. The ontainment sump water is still capable of performing its function as 
required and is within design-basis with a stuck open relief valve on the 
2WX system following a LOCh or MILl. The total amount of potential water 
added to the sump is negligible for a LOCA and a NULn.  

fo c3rrectLve actions have been taken for MNO, as the plant is already 
designed for the effects of a L40CA and KILI as described in the GL.
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1. WE unit I L shutdown, defueled, and under adelnistrative hold. The 
coedLtLoas descrLbed by this OL will be addressed prior to Unit I return 
to servLco.  

2. Plant procedures wLll be revised to add actions that ensure water is 
draLned from portions of the deamineralLsed water system Lnside the 
drywall. This will be completed for Unit 3 prior to close-out of the 
UnLt 3 cycle 7 outage. Unit 2 effected procedures will be changed prior 
to closo-out of the Unit 2 cycle 9 outage.  
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